Styrene Products, Inc.
Have your cake and eat one, too!

Artificial Cakes
Artificial or fake cakes are a great alternative for customers seeking their dream cake—at a fraction of
the cost.
The fake cake has been increasing in popularity for various reasons. It is ideal for customers looking
for a large, elaborate cake, but not the extra servings. These cakes can be used as a display, while a
less expensive sheet cake is waiting in the background to be cut and served. On the other hand, fake
cake tiers can be integrated into a design that includes real cake, since the fake cake can be decorated and iced in exactly the same manner as real cake. Decorating a fake cake ahead of time can
reduce assembly time at a venue. These options can provide the classical, elegant appearance of a
real cake at a fraction of the time and expense.

Our Material
The polystyrene bases we provide are made from a
virgin, medium-density material, and they are cut to
a height of 4 inches. While our standard shapes are
rounds and squares, we are able to fabricate bases
in virtually any size and shape imaginable: heart,
diamond, hexagon, flower, star, etc. Please feel free
to contact us with your requests for specialty cake
designs.

Benefits


Reduced cost for customer



Decorated and iced using the same methods as
a real cake



Light-weight material



Can be decorated ahead of time



No refrigeration needed



Replaces thin foam sheets from craft stores that
need to be pasted together



Used for practicing techniques with decorating
and frosting



Safe to use with food products
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Product Pricing
Squares
Item

Size

Price

6” Square

6” x 6” x 4”

2.00

8” Square

8” x 8” x 4”

3.25

9” Square

9” x 9” x 4”

4.00

10” Square

10” x 10” x 4”

4.75

12” Square

12” x 12” x 4”

7.00

14” Square

14” x 14” x 4”

9.25

16” Square

16” x 16” x 4”

12.00

18” Square

18” x 18” x 4”

15.00

Item

Size

Price

6” Round

6” x 6” x 4”

2.25

8” Round

8” x 8” x 4”

3.50

10” Round

10” x 10” x 4”

5.50

12” Round

12” x 12” x 4”

8.00

14” Round

14” x 14” x 4”

10.75

16” Round

16” x 16” x 4”

14.00

18” Round

18” x 18” x 4”

18.00

Rounds

Prices effective November 2009

Custom sizes, shapes, and pricing available upon request.
All parts are made from 3/4# density virgin expanded polystyrene material.
Shipping via UPS available for an additional cost.
Prices do not include applicable sales tax.
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